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Let K=Fq(T ) be a rational function field and  the place given by the degree
in T. Let L K be a finite extension with ramification index not bigger than 2.
We show in this paper how the local Ne ronTate height pairing at  on Drinfeld
modular curves over K of divisors whose points are defined over L can be
described through analytic functions on 0_0 where 0 is the Drinfeld upper half
plane. The Green’s function is locally constant around the cusps. For X0(N ) the
Green’s function for cusps is then described by Eisenstein series.  1999 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Green’s functions are used to describe Ne ron’s local height pairing on
curves C over complete archimedean fields. They play an important role in
the theory of Arakelov divisors on arithmetic surfaces. By definition
Green’s functions are continuous functions on C(C)_C(C) satisfying a cer-
tain differential equation depending on a given hermitian metric on the
tangent bundle of C. The continuation of these functions to divisors with
disjoint support of degree 0 by linearity gives the local Ne ron-pairing. If
the curve C is the compactification of a quotient 1 "H of the upper half
plane by a discrete subgroup 1<PSL2(R) the Green’s function with
respect to the hyperbolic metric is described by a function G: H_H  R,
which is 1-invariant in both arguments. It has ‘‘logarithmic singularities’’
along the diagonal and has the right behaviour at the cusps.
In this paper we consider an analog over a rational function field
K=Fq(T ) over a finite field Fq . Let C be the completion of an algebraic
closure of K=Fq((1T )), the completion of K with respect to the place 
given by the degree in T. Here we consider Drinfeld modular curves. They
are compactifications of the quotients 1 "0 where 0=P1(C)&P1(K)
is the Drinfeld upper half plane and where 1<PGL2(Fq[T ]) is some
arithmetic subgroup; i.e., it contains a principal congruence subgroup
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1 (N ) for some N # Fq[T ]. These curves are all defined over a finite exten-
sion of K contained in K . We show how Ne ron’s local height pairing can
be described through functions on 0_0 outside the diagonal. In our main
theorem we restrict to the case, where the points of the divisors are defined
over an extension of K with ramification index less or equal to 2. For
the proof we use the fact that  is non-archimedean, so we can describe
the local pairing by intersection on regular models [6]. This fits into the
general theory of Green’s functions for non-archimedean valuation fields
introduced for arithmetical surfaces by Chinburg and Rumely [2]. The
pairing splits into two parts. The first one comes from intersection of
horizontal divisors. This will be described through analytic reduction
theory. The second part comes from intersection with fibre components of
the special fibre, which is a function on the vertex set of the intersection
graph. In the classical case the Green’s function for curves which are com-
pactifications of quotients of the upper half plane by some discrete group
1<PSL2(R) is given as a limit s  1 of functions, which are eigenfunctions
of the Laplace operator with eigenvalue s(s&1) [6]. In our situation we
get a similar description with some discrete kind of Laplace operator. The
resulting Green’s functions are described in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.
Near the cusps G(z, z$) is locally constant. So we get the pairing also if the
divisors have cusps in their support. After the proof of the theorem we give
explicit formulae for G(z, ) for 1=10(N ) which is described by
Eisenstein series and show, that G(0, )=0 if deg N>0 which gives the
normalization of the Green’s function which is only defined up to an
additive constant.
At the end of this introduction we would like to mention, that in a
similar situation, namely for Mumford curves over non-archimedean fields
Gross suggested to write Ne ron’s pairing as value of certain %-functions
defined by Manin and Drinfeld. He wrote in [6] that it is difficult in
general to describe a unitary lifting of the divisors. In our situation a
similar approach is possible [9] and the problem of the unitary lifting is
solved by our theorems and some electrical network theory. We will work
this out in a forthcoming paper.
2. NE RON’S LOCAL HEIGHT PAIRING
Let XK be some curve defined over a local field K . Let L be some
finite extension of K . We write Div0(XL) for the group of divisors of
degree 0 defined over L and Z 0(XL) for the subgroup of divisors
whose points are already defined over L . Let |a|=[ai ] be the support of
a divisor a= ei ai , ei # Z and write f (a) for > f (ai )ei for f in the function
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field of X. Ne ron’s local pairing is a linear, symmetric, partialy continuous
pairing ( } )L on the set
[(D, E ) # Z 0(XL)_Div0(XL) : |D | & |E |=<]
with values in R with the property that
(a, div( f )) L=log | f (a)| 
where div( f ) is the principal divisor of a function f. The pairing is uniquely
determined by the properties above and can be extended to Div0_Div0.
Throughout the paper L K will be a finite extension with ramification
degree at most 2, where the points of the divisors are defined. One example
for this is where X=X0(N ) and the divisors are supported by cusps and
Heegner points to some imaginary quadratic extension LK, which are
defined over the Hilbert class field H of L. In this situation we have
H=L , where H is the completion of H with respect to some con-
tinuation of the place  of L.
Proposition 1 [6]. Let L be a non-archimedean local field, XL a
curve. Let XO be a regular model of X over the valuation ring O of L
with fibre components Fi in the special fibre. Suppose we are given D, E #
Z 0(XL) with disjoint support. Let D , E be the horizontal divisors to D, E,
respectively, on X (i.e., the Zariski closure of D, E in X). Then
(D, E ) L=&((D } E )+: :j (Fj } E )) log q ,
where q is the number of elements in the residue class field of L , and :j
are determined by the system of linear equations
:
j
:j (Fj } Fi )=&(D } Fi ).
( } ) denotes the intersection product of divisors on X.
In the next section we describe some canonically defined models of the
Drinfeld modular curves. They are not regular in general but we can go to
a finite covering given by some subgroup of finite index, where the model
is regular. Then we apply the projection formula and
Lemma 1 [6]. Let p: X1  X be a finite covering of X. Let D be a
divisor on X of degree 0 and let E be a divisor on X1 of degree 0 both defined
over L . Then
(D, p
*
E ) X, L=( p*D, E ) X1 , L .
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3. THE CANONICAL MODELS OF THE CURVES
There is a canonical analytic reduction of the Drinfeld upper half plane
0=P1(C)&P1(K), K=Fq((T &1)) given in the following way [4].
Let ?=T &1 be a local parameter of K and | } | be the absolute value in
K , normalized by |?|=q&1. The rigid analytic space 0 has an admissible
covering U by affinoids
D(n, y) :=[z # 0 : |?|n+1|z&y|=|z| i|?|n ]
with n # Z, y # K , and |z| i :=miny # K |z&y|. They have an analytic
reduction which consists of two affine lines intersecting in one Fq -rational
point and with the other Fq-rational points deleted. The points [z # 0 :
|?|n+1=|z&y|] go to one of the affine lines with reduction map
z [ (z & y)?n+1 (mod ?). In the same way [z # 0 : |?| n = |z & y|] is
mapped to the other affine line and all z # 0 with |?|n+1<|z&y|<|?| n are
mapped to the intersection point. These analytic reductions can be glued
together. Thus 0 has an analytic reduction 0 consisting of projective lines
intersecting transversally in the Fq-rational points, such that the intersec-
tion graph of this, i.e., one vertex for every component and one edge for
every intersection point, is the BruhatTits tree of PGL2(Fq[T ]). The
reduction map will be denoted by R: 0  0 . If z # 0 with logq |z| # Z then
this point does not reduce to an intersection point of 0 , so we have a map
R: [z # 0 : logq |z| # Z]  V(T), which maps an element z # 0 to the com-
ponent (represented by a vertex) to which z reduces. By abuse of language
we use the same letter for this coarser map.
We will also consider reductions for finer coverings. If ?1 # 0 is some
element with |?1| e=|?| then we replace D (n, y) by
D ( j)(n, y) :=[z # 0 : |?|
n |?1| j|z&y|=|z| i|?| n |?1| j&1]
for 1 je. These sets also give an admissible covering Ue and the reduc-
tion has the tree Te as intersection graph, which is T with (e&1) new
vertices on every edge. If z # 0 with logq |z| # (1e) Z then this point does
not reduce to an intersection point of 0 , so we have a map R: [z # 0 :
logq |z| # (1e) Z]  V(Te).
Now let 1<PGL2(Fq[T ]) be an arithmetic subgroup. Then 1 acts on
Drinfelds upper half plane 0 by fractional linear transformation and the
quotient can be compactified by adjoining finitely many cusps param-
etrized by 1 "P1(K ). We denote by X1 the resulting curve which is then
algebraic over some finite extension of K contained in K . 1 also acts on Te .
We call the vertices and edges of Te stable if 1 acts without stabilizers.
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Proposition 2. Let L K be a finite extension with ramification index
e and valuation ring OL in L . Let G
st
1 be the finite subgraph of 1 "Te
consisting of the orbits of all stable vertices and edges of 1 "Te . We assume
that G st1 has the same genus as 1 "Te . In this case we write G1 :=G
st
1 . Then
there is an algebraic model of X1 over OL with intersection graph G1 if e
is the ramification index of L K .
Proof. The reduction map R gives a reduction map 1 "0  1 "Te . For
every edge together with the two incident vertices of G1 the preimage is
1 "1D ( j)(n, y) which is isomorphic to D
( j)
(n, y)/0, because 1 acts without stabi-
lizers. By the assumption on the genus of G1 and the fact that 1 "Te is a
finite graph plus finitely many half lines, unstable edges occur only on the
half lines. They correspond to an infinite sequence of annulus with inner
radius decreasing to 0. Thus the union of all these together with the mid-
point, which gives the compactification, is affinoid. Then we get an
admissible pure covering of X1 . The values of the spectral norms on the
affinoids of this covering are in (1e) Z, which is the value set of the
elements of L . Hence the proposition follows from a general theorem on
the relation of analytic and algebraic reductions [5, Chap. V, Sect. 1
(1.5)]. K
In general our groups will not have the property that G st1 has the same
genus as 1"Te . If this is not the case we choose a normal subgroup 11/1
of finite index, such that 11 has the above property and in this case we set
G1 :=(111)"G st11 . Of course this depends on 11 , which is not indicated in
the notation G1 but it will always be clear from the context.
Now we can reformulate Proposition 1 by using the projection formula
for the intersections and Lemma 1.
Proposition 3. Let 11 , 1 be as above, X1 , X11 the corresponding
modular curves and p: X11  X1 the projection map. Let G1 be the finite
graph G11 and X1 the canonical model of X11 .
Suppose we are given D, E # Z 0(XL) with disjoint support. Let E1 #
Z 0(X1 L) be a divisor with p*E1=E. Then
(D, E )XL=( p*D, E1) X1 L
=&_(p*(D)t} E 1)X1+:i : i (Fwi } E 1)X1& log q ,
where Fwi runs through the components of the special fibre of X1 indexed by
wi # V(G1) and :i are given by
:
i
(Fwi } Fwj )X1 :i=&( p*D
t
} Fwj )X1 .
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4. THE INTERSECTION OF THE HORIZONTAL DIVISORS
Let L K be a finite extension. Let * be the residue class field of L .
Let 1/PGL2(Fq[T ]) be an arithmetic subgroup. Suppose z, z$ # 0 such
that the corresponding points on X1 are L -rational. We write (z), (z$) for
these points. Let 11/1 be a normal subgroup of finite index and G11 a
finite subgraph of 11"Te with the same genus such that the stabilizers in 11
of the vertices of G11 are all trivial as described in the previous section. We
also may and do assume that R(z), R(z$) are vertices of G11 different from
the vertices at the end of a truncated half line. Let X1 be the curve corre-
sponding to 11 . Elements z # 0 can also be viewed as points on X1 . We
denote these point by (z)1 . Let p: X1  X be the projection map.
Proposition 4. Let z, z$ # 0, such that (z) # X(L) and (z$)1 # X1(L)
and z, z$ not equivalent modulo 1. Then
( p*(z)
t
} (z~ $)1)X1=
eLK
2
:
# # 1
|z$&#z| 2<|z$|i |#z|i
&logq
|z$&#z|2
|z$| i |#z| i
.
Proof. We have
p*(z)= :
# # 111
(#z)1
and so
( p*(z)
t
} (z~ $)1)X1= :
# # 111
((#z)1
t
} (z~ $)1)X1 .
The intersection of (#z)1
t
and (z~ $)1 can be nonzero only if both points
reduce to the same component of the special fibre. This means that there
are n # Z and y # K such that
#z, z$ # [‘ # 0 : |‘ | i=|‘&y|=|?L |
n],
where ?L is a generator of the valuation ideal in OL . Therefore we have
to sum over # # 111 with |z$&#z| |z$| i=|#z| i . But 11 has trivial stabi-
lizers by assumption and so we can sum over all # # 1 without changing the
sum. Now suppose # # 1 is such that |z$&#z||z$| i=|#z| i . Let y # K ,
:i , ;i # * and :0 , ;0  Fq or n not divisible by e such that
#z=y+:0?nL+:1?
n+1
L + } } }
z$=y+;0?nL+;1?
n+1
L + } } } .
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Then from the definition of the reduction map (z~ $)1 and (#z)1
t
intersect in
the special fibre if and only if :0=;0 , which is the same as |z$&#z|<
|z$| i=|#z| i . It remains to calculate the multiplicity of the intersection. The
completion of the structure sheaf of X1 in the intersection point is
isomorphic to *[[?L]][[x&:0]]. The horizontal divisors have local
equations x&:0&:1 ?L& } } } , x&;0&;1?L& } } } , respectively. The
definition of intersection multiplicity yields
((#z)1
t
} (z~ $)1)X1
=dim*(*[[?L]][[x&:0]](x&:0&:1?L&} } } , x&:0&;1?L&} } } )
=dim*(*[[?L]]((:k&;k) ?
k
L+ } } } )=k
if :i=; i for all i<k and :k{;k . Now &logq |z$&#z|=(n+k)_
(&logq |?L | ) and &logq |z$| i=n(&logq |?L| ) and &logq |?L|=e
&1
LK we
get
( p*(z)
t
} (z~ $)1)X1=eLK :
# # 1
|z&#z$|<|z$| i=|#z|i
&logq
|z$&#z|
|z$| i
=
eLK
2
:
# # 1
|z$&#z| 2<|z$|i |#z|i
&logq
|z$&#z|2
|z$| i |#z| i
,
where the last equality follows, because if |z$&#z|2<|z$| i |#z| i , then neces-
sarily |z$| i=|#z| i . K
5. THE INTERSECTION WITH THE FIBRE COMPONENTS
In this and in the following section we consider the second part of the
local height pairing namely the calculation of the values :i in Proposition 3.
It will be done by considering a matrix with columns and rows indexed by
the vertices of G1 , which can be viewed as a discrete analogue of the
Laplacian operator (cf. also [1], Sect. II). We fix the following notations.
If G is a graph V(G ), E(G ) denote the set of vertices and oriented edges of G,
respectively. We write o(e), t(e) # V(G ) for the origin and the terminus of the
edge, respectively. We also write e=[v1 , v2], if v1=o(e) and v2=t(e).
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Definition 1. Let G1=G11 , G=(111)"G
st
11
. The matrix 2G is defined
by the entries
nvi vj={
:
e # E(G )
e=[vi , vj ]
|1e| &1 if vi{vj
& :
vk{vi
nvi vk if vi=v j
for vi , vj # V(G ), where |1e| is the order of the stabilizer of an edge e.
Proposition 5. Let L be a finite extension of K=Fq((T &1)), and let
D # Z 0(XL). Let G1=G11 , G=(111)"G
st
11
and the corresponding curves
X1 , X and p: X1  X the projection be as in Section 3. Let Fwi (wi # V(G1))
be the fibre components of the special fibre of X1 . Let (:wj ) be a solution of
the system of linear equations
:
j
(Fwi } Fwj )X1 (xwj )=(&p*D
t
} Fwi )X1 \i. (1)
Then awi=awj if they lie over the same vertex vj of V(G ) and avj :=awj with
wj some vertex over vj is a solution of
:
j
nvi vj } xvj=&bvi \i (2)
with nvi vj as defined in Definition 1. bvi denotes the multiplicity of vi in R(D).
Proof. The intersections of the fibre components are Fq -rational and
correspond to the edges of G. Therefore
(Fwi } Fwj )X1={
:
e # E(G1)
e=[wi , wj ]
1 if i{ j
&deg(wi ) if i= j,
where deg(wi ) is the number of edges e with o(e)=wi , because the sum
over the entries of the intersection matrix in every row is 0 [6]. Now
assume that (avi ) is a solution of Eq. (2). Then it suffices to show, that
awi :=avi for all wi over vi is a solution of Eq. (1), because both systems
have a non-trivial kernel of dimension 1. Because of the choice of 11 we do
not need to distinguish between stabilizers with respect to 111 and those
with respect to 1.
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If we take the sum over all wj lying over some fixed vj and wi is some
vertex over vi we get
:
wj | vj
(Fwi } Fwj )X1=|1wi | :
e # E(G )
e=[vi , vj ]
|1e|&1
hence
:
wj
(Fwi } Fwj )X1 awj=:
vj
|1wi | \ :e # E(G)
e=[vi , vj ]
|1e|&1+ avj
=&|1wi | bvj=(&p*D
t
} Fwi )X1 . K
If C 0(G ) :=[ f : V(G )  C] we can look at 2G as an operator on C 0. It
operates by subtracting the weighted sum over the values at the adjacent
vertices. Equation (1) of Proposition 5 is then a potential equation. The
idea to solve this is to solve such an equation over T and then to sum
over # # 1. More precisely: The identity induces an injection @1 : C 0(G ) 
C 0(1 "T) by continuing a function locally constant on 1 "T&G. Next we
have an injection @2 : C 0(1 "T)  C 0(T) given by @2( f )(v)=|Stab v| f (v ),
with v # V(T), v the corresponding vertex of V(1 "T). Together we get an
injection @=@2 @1 : C 0(G)  C 0(T) and the image consists of all functions
on V(T) invariant under 1 and locally constant on the subgraph of T
which projects to 1 "T&G.
On T we consider the Laplace operator 2T operating on C
0(T) through
2T f (v)=(q+1) f (v)& :
v$ adjacent to v
f (v$).
Then we have 2T @ f=@2G f. Suppose we are given g # C
0(G ). We want to
find a function f # C 0(G) such that 2G f =g. Let g~ # C 0(T) be the function
given by g~ (v~ )=g(v) for all v # V(G ) for a fixed section 1 "T  T, v [ v~ .
Suppose f # C 0(T) satisfies 2T f =g~ . If f 1=# # 1 f b # makes sense, it
satisfies 2T f 1=# # 1 g~ b #=@g. f 1 is then 1-invariant and we will see that
even f 1=@ f for some f # C 0(G ), so @2G f =2T @f =@g, which implies
2G f = g.
Now the potential equation on T can be solved even if the right hand
side is a point charge, i.e., has a non-zero value in exactly one vertex. Sup-
pose v0 is some fixed vertex of T and let d(v0 , v) be the distance between
v0 and v in T, i.e., the number of edges of the geodesic between them. Then
f : V(T)  C defined by f (v)=q&d(v0 , v) satisfies
2T f (v)={
0, if v{v0
q2&1
q
, if v=v0 .
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Of course the sum over # # 1 of f (#v) cannot converge but if we take xd(v0 , v)
for some variable x we can solve the problem. At first we define the
generalized Laplace operator and the growth functions attached to the
1-action on T.
Definition 2. Let 1=PGL2(Fq[T ]) be an arithmetic group. Write
1 "T=G _ Y1 _ } } } _ Ys , where G is a finite graph with n vertices
v1 , ..., vn with the same genus as 1 "T. Y1 , ..., Ys are halflines which inter-
sect G in exactly one vertex. Then 2(x) is defined to be the matrix with
entries
aij (x) :={
|1vi |
&1 (1++iqx2) if i= j
& :
e # E(G )
e=[vi , vj ]
|1e| &1 x if i{ j
with +i=0 if vi belongs to some Yj and 1 otherwise.
Definition 3. Let 1<PGL2(Fq[T ]) be an arithmetic group. We fix a
section 1 "T  T and write it v [ v~ , e [ e~ for v # V(1 "T), e # E(1 "T),
respectively.
For each pair i, j # [1, ..., n] we define the function
fij (x) := :
d 0
*[# # 1 : d(v~ i , #v~ j )=d ] xd.
Let F(x) be the matrix with entries fij (x).
Proposition 6. Let 1<PGL2(Fq[T ]) be an arithmetic group. Write
1 "T=G _ Y1 _ } } } _ Ys , where G is a finite graph with n vertices v1 , ..., vn
with the same genus as 1 "T. Y1 , ..., Ys are halflines which intersect G in
exactly one vertex. We further assume that |1e|= |1t(e)|=q |1o(e)| for all
e # E(Yi ) if e is oriented away from G, i.e., d(G, o(e))<d(G, t(e)). We fix a
section 1 "T  T and write it v [ v~ , e [ e~ for v # V(1 "T), e # E(1 "T),
respectively. Let 2(x) and F(x) be as defined in Definitions 2 and 3,
respectively.
Then
2(x) F(x)=(1&x2) I,
where I is the n_n identity matrix.
Proof. For the proof we consider the functions
hij := :
d 0
rij (d ) xd
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with
rij (d ) :=*[w # V(T) : w # 1v~ j , d(w, v~ i )=d ].
Then
hij (x)=|1vj |
&1 f ij (x). (3)
For = # E(T) with o(=)=v~ i we define
h (=)ij (x) := :
d 0
r(=)ij (d ) x
d,
where r (=)ij (d ) is the number of w # V(T) with w # 1v~ j , d(w, v~ i )=d and such
that the first edge of the geodesic, i.e., the unique path in T without back-
tracking from v~ i to w is = for d >0 and r (=)ij (0)=0.
Suppose first that = lies over an edge belonging to E(G ). Then we have
h (=)ij (x)=x(hkj (x)&h
(= )
kj (x)), (4)
where = is the inverse oriented edge to = and k is such that t(=) # 1v~ k . This
is because the geodesic of v~ i to w is = followed by a geodesic from t(=) to
w with the restriction, that the first edge of this geodesic is not = . We can
use the same argument for h(= )kj (x), so
h (= )kj (x)=x(hij (x)&h
(=)
ij (x)). (5)
Substituting Eq. (5) in (4) yields
h (=)ij (x)(1&x
2)=xhkj (x)&x2hij (x). (6)
Now suppose that = lies over an edge of some Yi , which is then the first
one because o(e) # V(G). The structure of Yi is such that for every edge
e # E(Yi ) tending away from G there is exactly one edge in T over this
edge e and there are q different edges over every edge tending towards G.
So a possible geodesic starting from v~ i by = is followed by some uniquely
determined edges =2 , ..., =k and then going back (in the projection) where in
every step there are q different possibilities except for the first one which
cannot start with = k . There is no way to go again away from G in the pro-
jection, because this would not be a geodesic. The total length of the
geodesic is 2k and the number of different choices is (q&1) qk&1. This yields
h (=)ij (x)= :

k=1
(q&1) qk&1x2k(hij (x)&h (=)ij (x)) (7)
=
(q&1) x2
1&qx2
(hij (x)&h (=)ij (x)) (8)
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because the geodesic from v~ i to w starting with = consists of a geodesic from
v~ i to some #v~ i (# # 1 ) followed by a geodesic from #v~ i to w not starting
with #=. Of course h (=)ij (x)=h
(#=)
ij (x). From Eq. (8) we get
h (=)ij (x)=
(q&1) x2
1&x2
h ij(x). (9)
Now we put these things together. Every geodesic of nonzero length starts
with some edge, so
hij (x)= :
= # E(G )
o(=)=v~ i
h (=)ij (x)+ :
= # E(Y1 _ } } } _ Ys)
o(=)=v~ i
h (=)ij (x)+$ij (10)
with $ij=1 if i= j and 0 otherwise. Substituting Eqs. (6) and (9) in (10) we
obtain
(1&x2) hij (x)&:
k \ := # E(G )
e=[v~ i , v~ k]
xhkj (x)&x2h ij (x)+ (11)
&(1&+i )(q&1) x2h ij (x)=(1&x2) $ij . (12)
This implies
(1&x2) hij (x)&\:k :e # E(G )
e=[vi , vk]
|1vi |
|1e|
xhkj (x)+ (13)
+*[= # E(G ) : o(=)=v~ i ] x2h ij (x)&(1&+ i )(q&1) x2hij (x) (14)
=(1&x2) $ij . (15)
The number *[= # E(G ) : o(=)=v~ i ] is q++ i and so
(1+(q++i&1&(1&+i )(q&1)) x2) hij (x) (16)
&:
k
:
e # E(G )
e=[vi , vk]
|1vi |
|1e|
xhkj (x)=(1&x2) $ij (17)
which yields
. . . 0
2(x)(hij (x)) ij \ |1vi | +=(1&x2) I (18)0 . . .
which is by (3) the assertion of the proposition. K
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In principle this last proposition gives us the solution to the equation of
Proposition 5 because 2G=&q 2(1q). The only problem is that 2G is
singular so the solutions fij have a pole at x=1q but we will now show
that the residue is independent of i, j.
Lemma 2. The functions fij (x) have a pole at x=1q of order 1 and the
residue is independent of i, j.
Proof. Consider the matrix
1 (1&qx)&1
21(x) :=2(x) \ . . . b + .(1&qx)&1
So 21(x) is obtained from 2(x) by adding all columns to the last column
and dividing this by (1&qx). The j th entry in this last column is
|1vj |
&1 1&(q++j ) x++j qx
2
1&qx
=|1vj |
&1 (1&+j x)
so 21(x) has a limit for x  1q and det 21(x)=(1&qx)&1 det 2(x) has a
limit different from 0, because 2(x) is symmetric and the corank of 2(1q)
is exactly 1. Now we apply Proposition 6 and get
1 (1&qx)&1 1 &1
(1&x2) I=2(x) \ . . . b +\ . . . b + F(x)(1&qx)&1 (1&qx)
and so
1 &1
\ . . . b + F(x)=\
b
fij (x)& fnj (x)
b
(1&qx) fnj (x)+=(1&x2) 21(x)&1.(1&qx)
As the right hand side converges for x  1q so does the left hand side
which implies that the poles are of order one and that the residue of fij (x)
is independent of i. But F is symmetric, because 2(x) is symmetric and
therefore the residue is also independent of j. K
Lemma 3. The functions
q
q2&1
fij (x)&
}1
1&qx
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have a limit for x  1q with
}1=
(q2&1)
2[PGL2(Fq[T ]) : 1 ]
.
Proof. In this proof we denote the functions fij by f 1ij to indicate the
dependence on 1. Our first step is to show that [PGL2(Fq[T ]) : 1 ] }1 is
independent of 1. From the definition we have
f PGLij (x)= :
d 0
*[# # PGL2(Fq[T ]) : d(v~ i , #v~ j )=d ] xd
=:
#0
:
d 0
*[# # 1 : d(v~ i , ##0v~ j )=d ] xd,
where #0 runs through a system of representatives of 1 "PGL2(Fq[T ]). The
inner sum is some f 1ik for some k. By the previous lemma the residues are
independent of k so the residue of f PGLij (x) is [PGL2(Fq[T ]) : 1 ] times the
residue of f 1ij (x). Therefore it suffices to calculate }PGL2(Fq[T ]) .
The graph G in this case will consist of only two vertices v1 , v2 and two
edges e, e between them. Let e be the edge going from v1 to v2 . We have
the following orders of stabilizers
|1v1|=|PGL2(Fq)|=(q&1)(q
2+q)
|1e|= }{\a0
b
d+ # PGL2(Fq)=}=(q&1) q
|1v2 |= }{\a0
b
d+ # PGL2(Fq[T ]) : deg b1=}=(q&1) q2.
From the definition we get
2(x)=\
1+qx2
(q&1)(q2+q)
&
x
(q&1) q
&
x
(q&1) q
1
(q&1) q2 + .
An easy calculation gives, for example,
(1&qx) f11(x)=
(1&x2)(q&1)(q2+q)
1+qx
w
1
2
(q2&1)2
q
when x tends to 1q. K
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Lemma 4. Let e be an integer. We define the distance d of two vertices in
Te to be the number of edges between the vertices divided by e. Let z, z$ # 0
with logq |z| i , logq |z$| i # (1e) Z and R(z), R(z$) the corresponding vertices in
V(Te). Then
d(R(z), R(z$))=max \logq |z&z$|
2
|z| i |z$| i
, 0+ .
Proof. Let y, y$ # K such that |z&y|= |z| i and |z$&y$|=|z$| i . With-
out loss of generality we assume that y=0 or | y|>|z| i and similar for y$.
Let o be the vertex in Te represented by the identity matrix. Then we make
use of the following well known fact [3]
|z|1: d(R(z), o)=&logq |z| i
|z|1: d(R(z), o)=&logq |z| i+2 logq |z|.
Consider first the case where |z|1 and |z$|>1. Then
d(R(z), R(z$))=d(R(z), o)+d(o, R(z$))
=&logq |z| i&logq |z$| i+2 logq |z$|
=&logq |z| i&logq |z$| i+2 logq |z$&z|
which proves the lemma in this case.
If |z|, |z$|1 we have the picture
R(z) v v R(z$)
v vs
vo
Then
d(R(z), R(z$))=d(o, R(z))+d(o, R(z$))&2d(o, vs).
The vertices of degree q+1 on the path from o to z are represented by the
matrices ( ?
k
0
y
1) where y is determined modulo ?
k and k varies from 0 to
&logq |z| i . The path from o to z$ has a similar description. From this it
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follows that vs is represented by ( ?
k
0
y
1) with k=&logq max( | y& y$|, |z| i ,
|z$| i ). Now
|z&z$|=|z& y&(z$& y$)+ y& y$|.
From the choice of y, y$ we see that
|z&z$|=| y& y$|>max( |z| i , |z$| i )
if y{ y$. If y= y$ and |z| i{|z$| i then |z&z$|=max( |z| i , |z$| i ). But if y= y$
and |z| i=|z$| i we have d(R(z), R(z$))=0 which proves the lemma in this
case as well.
If both |z| i , |z$| i1 we apply the lemma for 1z, 1z$ and get the asser-
tion also in this last case. K
Now we can define the Green’s function for the unramified case
(eL K=1).
Definition 4. Let 1<PGL2(Fq[T ]) be an arithmetic group. Let X1
be the compactification of 1 "0. For z # 0 we write |z| i=min[ |z& y|:
y # K] and
d(z, z$) :=logq
|z&z$| 2
|z| i |z$| i
for z, z$ # 0. If (z), (z$) are L -rational points on X1 represented by
z, z$ # 0 with L K unramified, we define the following Green’s func-
tion G (1)
G (1)(z, z$) := :
# # 1
d(#z, z$)0
\ qq2&1&
1
2
d(#z, z$)+
+lim
s  1 \
q
q2&1 \ :# # 1
d(#z, z$)>0
q&d(#z, z$) s+& }1&q1&s +
with
} :=
(q2&1)
2[PGL2(Fq[T ]) : 1 ]
.
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Theorem 1. If D= ai (zi ), E= bj (z$j ) with zi , z$j # 0 and a i , bj # Z
are two divisors of degree 0 with disjoint support and whose points are
defined over L , then the local Ne ron pairing is
(D, E ) L=&\:i, j ai bj G
(1)(zi , z$j )+ log q } fLK ,
where fLK is the relative inertia degree of LK .
Proof. For two vertices v1 , v2 let $v1v2 be 1 if v1=v2 and 0 otherwise.
Apply Proposition 3 with E1= bi (z$j )1 . This yields
(D, E ) L=&:
i, j
a i bj (p*(zi )
t
} (z$j )1
t
) log q&:
j
b j :R(z$j ) log q , (19)
where q is the number of elements in the residue field of L and with :w
for w # V(G1) given by
:
w # V(G1)
(Fw } Fwj )X1 :w=&:
i
ai (p*(zi )
t
} Fw)X1 .
By Proposition 5, :w only depends on the vertex v of G over which w lies
and is given by
2G } (:v)v # V(G )=\&:i ai $v R(zi )+v .
We have 2G=&q2(1q) and from Proposition 6 together with Lemma 3
we get by writing q&s for x
:v=
q&1
q&2&1
lim
s  1
:
i
ai \\ :d 0 *[# # 1 : d(R(#z i )
t
, v~ )] q&ds+& }1&q&s+ ,
where we use the fact that  aj=deg D=0.
Now we substitute this in (19) and obtain
(D, E ) (log q)&1
=&:
i, j
ai bj (p*(z i )
t
} (z$j )1
t
)
&
q
q2&1
:
i, j
aib j lim
s  1 \\ :d0 *[# # 1 : d(R(#z i )
t
, R(z$j )
t
)] q&ds+& }1&q&s+ .
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For the first term we use Proposition 4 and Lemma 4 for the last term.
This yields
(D, E ) (log q)&1
=:
i, j
ai bj :
# # 1
d(#zi , z$j )0
1
2
d(#zi , z$j )&
q
q2&1
:
i, j
ai bj \\ :# # 1
d(#zi , z$j )0
1+
+lim
s  1 \\ :# # 1
d(#zi , z$j )>0
q&d(#zi , z$j ) s+& }1&q1&s++
=&:
i, j
ai bj G (1)(zi , z$j ),
which is what had to be proved. K
6. THE RAMIFIED CASE
In this section we want to define a Green’s function in the case where
L K is a finite extension with ramification index 2. It means that we
now have to solve the problem with intersection of the fibre components by
using graphs which come from quotients of T2 (see Section 3 for the defini-
tion). The main difference to the unramified case is, that Te is not regular,
but has vertices of degree q+1 and vertices of degree 2. The potential
equation
2T2 f (v)=$v v0
however has a solution, which only depends on the distance d(v, v0) from
the fixed vertex v0 which makes the case e=2 easier to handle than the
general case. If deg v0=q+1, the solution is given as in Proposition 6.
Therefore it is enough to consider the case where the right hand side is
concentrated in a vertex of degree 2. So we have to modify Proposition 6
and Lemma 3 for the ramified case.
Definition 5. Let vj be a vertex of degree 2. Then define
f (2)jk (x) :={
x12
1&x
f jk(x),
1+x
2(1&x)
fjk(x),
if deg vk=q+1
if deg vk=2
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with
fjk(x) := :
d 0
*[# # 1 : d(v~ j , #v~ k)=d ] xd
as in Definition 3.
Proposition 7. Let
a (2)ik (x) :=
|1vi |
&1 (1++i qx2& 12 (1&+i x)(1&qx))
if i=k, deg vi=q+1
& :
e # E(G)
e=[vi , vk ]
|1e| &1 x if i{k, deg v i=q+1
2 |1vi |
&1 x if i=k, deg vi=2
&*[e # E(G ) :e=[vi , vk]] |1vi |
&1 x
if i{k, deg vi=2
and 2(2)(x) the matrix with entries a ik(x). Then
:
k
a (2)ik (x) f
(2)
jk (x)=$ij x
if vj has degree 2.
Proof. Let v~ jl , v~ jr be the two vertices of degree q+1 adjacent to v~ j . We
think of v~ jl (v~ jr ) to be left (right) to v~ j , respectively. Let = # E(T) be the
edge from v~ jl to v~ jr . Set again hjk(x)=|1vk |
&1 fjk(x). If vk does not lie left
to vjr the geodesics from vj to vk are exactly those from vjl to vk , starting
with = and the length is diminished by 12. We remind that we use the
definition of the distance in Te as in Lemma 4, namely the number of edges
of the geodesic divided by e. The similar statement holds if vk does not lie
on the right hand side to vjl . This gives for j{k
hjk(x)=(h (=)jl k(x)+h
(= )
jrk
(x)) x&12.
If j=k the trivial path is counted on the right hand side in both sum-
mands. Therefore we have to subtract it once. So in general we have
hjk(x)=(h (=)jl k(x)+h
(= )
jrk
(x)) x&12&$jk . (20)
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Now we can express h (=)jl k(x) and h
(= )
jrk
(x) through the functions hjl k(x) and
hjr k(x) similar to the proof in the unramified case.
h (=)jl k(x)=x(hjrk(x)&h
(= )
jrk
(x))+$ jkx12 (21)
and
h (= )jr k(x)=x(hjl k(x)&h
(=)
jl k
(x))+$jk x12. (22)
If we substitute Eq. (22) in (21) we get
(1&x2) h (=)jl k(x)=xhjrk(x)&x
2h jl k(x)+$ jkx
12(1&x) (23)
(1&x2) h (= )jr k(x)=xhjl k(x)&x
2h jr k(x)+$ jkx
12(1&x). (24)
Substituting this in Eq. (20) yields
hjk(x)=
x&12
1&x2
((x&x2)(hjl k(x)+hjrk(x))+2$jk x
12(1&x))&$jk (25)
=
x12
1+x
(hjl k(x)+hjr k(x))+\ 21+x&1+ $ jk (26)
or after multiplying with |1vk |
fjk(x)=
x12
1+x
( fjl k(x)+ f jrk(x))+\ 21+x &1+ $jk |1vk |. (27)
Now if deg vk is 2 we can use the calculations above also for hkjl(x). Then
of course k{j l and we get
fkjl(x)=
x12
1+x
( fkl jl(x)+ fkr jl(x)) (28)
fkjr(x)=
x12
1+x
( fkl jr(x)+ fkr jr(x)). (29)
We have fkjl(x)= f jl k(x) and fkjr(x)= f jrk(x). Next we substitute Eqs. (28)
and (29) in (27) and get for deg vk=2
fjk(x)=
x
(1+x)2
( fjl kl(x)+ fjl kr(x)+ fkl jr(x)+ fkr jr(x))
+\ 21+x &1+ $jk |1vk |. (30)
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Now we can calculate the sum k a (2)ik f
(2)
kj . Assume first that deg vi=2.
Then from the definition and (27)(30)
:
k
a (2)ij f
(2)
kj (x)
=|1vi |
&1 (2xf (2)ij (x)&xf
(2)
il j
(x)&xf (2)ir j (x))
=\1+x1&x f ij&
x12
1&x
fil j&
x12
1&x
fir j+ x |1vi |&1
=\ x1&x2 ( fil jl(x)+ f il jr(x)+ f ir jl(x)+ f ir jr(x))
+
1+x
1&x \
2
1+x
&1+ $ij |1vi |& x1&x2 ( fil jl(x)+ f il jr(x))
&
x
1&x2
( f ir jl(x)+ f ir jr(x))+ x |1vi |&1
=$ij x.
Now assume that deg vi=q+1. Then by definition
:
k
a (2)ij f
(2)
kj (x)=|1vi |
&1 \1++ i qx2&12 (1&+i x)(1&qx)+ f (2)ij (x)
&:
k
:
e # E(G )
e=[vi , vk ]
|1e|&1 xf (2)jk (x)
=|1vi |
&1 \1++ i qx2&12 (1&+i x)(1&qx)+
x12
1&x
fij
&:
k
:
e # E(G )
e=[vi , vk ]
|1e|&1 x
1+x
2(1&x)
fjk(x).
The vertices vk are adjacent to vi of degree 2. Without loss of generality
vkl =vi . Then we get from (30)
fjk(x)=
x
(1+x)2
( fijl(x)+ fkr jl(x)+ f ijr(x)+ fkr jr(x))+\ 21+x &1+ $jk |1vk | ,
(31)
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and from (27)
fij (x)=
x12
1+x
( f ijl(x)+ fijr(x)). (32)
If we use these two equations we get using |1e|= |1vk | for the edges e in
the sum
|1vi |
&1 \1++i qx2&12 (1&( +i+q) x++i qx2)+
x
1&x2
fijl(x) (33)
&:
k
:
e # E(G )
e=[vi , vkr]
|1e|&1
x2
2(1&x2)
(fijl(x)+ fkr jl(x))&
1
4
x$jk (34)
+the same term with jr instead of jl . (35)
fijl(x) does not depend on kr and
:
kr
:
e # E(G )
e=[vi , vkr]
|1e|&1=( +i+q) |1vi |
&1.
The only remaining term from (33) is therefore
|1vi |
&1 1
2
(1++i qx2)
x
1&x2
fijl(x)
&
1
2
:
kr
:
e # E(G)
e=[vi , vkr ]
|1e| &1
x2
(1&x2)
fkr jl(x)&
1
4
x$ jk .
Together with the term for jr this gives finally by using the result in the
unramified case
1
2x($ ijl +$ ijr )&
1
2x :
k
$jk=0,
whence the proposition is proved. K
Definition 6. Let 1<PGL2(Fq[T ]) be an arithmetic subgroup. Let
X1 be the compactification of 1 "0. Let L be a ramified extension with
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ramification index e=2 of K . For z # 0 we write |z| i=min[ |z& y|:
y # K] and
d(z, z$) :=logq
|z&z$|2
|z| i |z$| i
for z, z$ # 0. If (z), (z$) are L -rational points on X1 represented by
z, z$ # 0 we define the following Green’s function G (2)
G (2)(z, z$) := :
# # 1
d(#z, z$)0
(c(z, z$)&d(#z, z$))
+ lim
s  1 \c(z, z$) \ :# # 1
d(#z, z$)>0
q&d(#z, z$) s+& 2}1&q1&s+
with
2q
q2&1
, if logq |z| i # Z, logq |z$| i # Z
c(z, z$) :={ q12q&1, if exactly one of logq |z| i , logq |z$| i is integralq+1
2(q&1)
, if logq |z| i  Z, logq |z$| i  Z.
and with
} :=
(q2&1)
2[PGL2(Fq[T ]) : 1 ]
.
Theorem 2. If D= ai (zi ), E= bj (z$j ) with zi , z$j # 0, and a i , bj # Z
are two divisors of degree 0 with disjoint support and whose points are
defined over L , then the local Ne ron pairing is
(D, E ) L=&\:i, j ai bj G
(2)(zi , z$j )+ log q } fLK ,
where fL K is the relative inertia degree of L K .
Proof. It is more or less the same proof as for Theorem 1. The inter-
section matrix in this case is &q2(2)(1q). If both vertices R(z), R(z$) are
q+1-regular we use Proposition 6 and otherwise Proposition 7. The value
of } can be easily calculated as in Lemma 3. K
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7. GREEN’S FUNCTIONS AT THE CUSPS
So far we gave formulae for the Green’s functions of points coming from
projection of elements in 0. Now we consider the case of cusps. Here we
restrict ourselves to the case where
1=10(N )={\ac
b
d+ # PGL2(Fq[T ]) : N | c=
for some N # Fq[T ]. In particular B, the Borel group of upper triangular
matrices in PGL2(Fq[T ]), is contained in 1. Then the Green’s functions
are related to Eisenstein series. We only consider the cusp  in Proposi-
tion 8 and the cusps  and 0 in Proposition 9. But if N is square-free there
is an AtkinLehner involution transporting  to any other cusp. So by
applying this involution we get the Green’s function also for arbitrary
cusps. The functions G (e)(z, z$) are locally constant around the cusps, so we
define G (e)(z, )=G (e)(z, z$) where z$ is sufficiently near to  and
G (e)(0, )=G (e)(z, ) where z is sufficiently near to 0. This is the correct
definition to describe the Ne ron pairing for divisors with cusps in their
support.
Lemma 5. Suppose z, z$ # 0 are such that
|z$|=|z$| i>max \1, |z|, |z||z| i ,
1
|z|+ .
Then there is a set of representatives for B"1 with |#z|<|z$| for all # in this
set of representatives.
Proof. Let #=( ac
b
d ). For B itself we take the identity as representative.
If c{0 but d=0 we take ( 01
1
0) and 1|z|< |z$| by assumption. If both c, d
are nonzero, there is a representative with |a||c| and |b||d |. Then
|#z|=
|az+b|
|cz+d |
{
max( |az|, |b| )
max( |cz|, |d | )
max( |az|, |b| )
|c| |z| i
if |cz|{|d |
if |cz|=|d |
max \1, |z||z| i+ .
This shows the desired inequality. K
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Proposition 8. Let L K be an extension with ramification index
e2. If z # 0 is a point which projects to an L -rational point on X1 the
Green’s function to z and the cusp  is
G (e)(z, )= lim
s  1 \c(z, )(q2&1) E (N )s (z)&
e}
1&q1&s+
with
c(z, )={
eq
q2&1
q12
q&1
if logq |z| i # Z
if logq |z| i  Z
and } the same constant as in Theorems 1 and 2 and the Eisenstein series
E (N )s (z)= :
# # B"1
|#z| si =|z|
s
i :
gcd(c, d )=1
(c, d ) mod F*q
N | c
|cz+d | &2s.
Proof. We choose an auxiliary point z$ # 0 with |z$|=|z$| i>max(1, |z|,
1|z|, |z||z| i ) and logq |z$| i # Z. Then z$ reduces to a vertex on the half line
to  and it lies nearer to  than z. If we choose the model of the curve
such that the half line is cut off in the vertex to which z$ reduces, we
see that (z~ $), (~ ) intersect the same component, so (z~ $)&(~ ) has zero
intersection with every fibre component but does not intersect with (z~ ).
Therefore
G (e)(z, )=G (e)(z, z$)
which is given by the main theorems, where c(z, )=c(z, z$). Thus we can
write
G (e)(z, )= lim
s  1 \G (e)s (z, z$)&
e}
1&q1&s+
with
G (e)s (z, z$)=c(z, z$) :
# # 1
q&d(z$, #z) s.
The condition d(z, #z$)>0 for the summation can be cancelled because it
means, that # appears in the summation only if #z and z$ do not restrict to
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the same vertex. Now we write # # B"1 for the set of representatives of
Lemma 5. Then we calculate
G (e)s (z, )
=c(z, ) :
# # 1 \
|z$&#z|2
|z$| i |#z| i +
&s
=c(z, ) :
# # B"1
:
b # Fq[T ]
: # F*q
\ |z$&:#z&b|
2
|z$| i |#z| i +
&s
=c(z, )(q&1) :
# # B"1 \ :b # Fq[T ]
|b|<|z$|
\ |z$|
2
|z$| i |#z| i+
&s
+ :
b # Fq[T ]
|b||z$|
\ |b|
2
|z$| i |#z| i +
&s
+
=c(z, )(q&1) \ |z$|1&s E (N )s (z)+|z$| si :nlogq |z$| (q&1) q
nq&2nsE (N )s (z)+
=c(z, )(q&1) \1+ q&11&q1&2s + |z$| 1&s E (N )s (z),
which gives the assertion if we let s tend to 1. K
At the end we consider Green’s functions for 2 cusps. So we assume now
that deg N>0. Then there are at least 2 cusps 0, . We need the following
lemmata, which can easily be proved like the analogous statements for the
classical 10(N )<SL2(Z).
Lemma 6.
:
(c, d ) # Fq[T ]
2 mod F*q
c{0{d
|cz+d |&2s=(1&q1&2s)&1 :
gcd(c, d )=1
(c, d ) # Fq[T ]
2 mod F*q
c{0{d
|cz+d |&2s.
Lemma 7. The Eisenstein series E (N )s (z) for the group 10(N ) is related to
the Eisenstein series E (1)s (z) for the group PGL2(Fq[T ]) by the formula
E (N )s (z)=|N |
&s ‘
p | N
p mod F*q
(1&| p|&2s)&1 :
$ | N
$ mod F*q
+($) |$|&s E (1)s \Nz$ + ,
where + is the Mo bius function.
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Lemma 8.
‘
p | N
p mod F*q
(1&| p|&s)= :
$ | N
$ mod F*q
+($) |$|&s
and
[PGL2(Fq[T ]) : 10(N )]=|N | ‘
p | N
p mod F*q
(1+| p|&1).
Lemma 9. Let z # 0 be an element with |z|= |z| i<1 and logq |z| # Z.
Then
E (1)s (z)=|z|
&s+|z| s&1
q&q1&2s
1&q2&2s
.
Proof. By separating the terms for c=0 and d=0 and using Lemma 6
E (1)s (z)=|z|
s
i :
(c, d ) mod F*q
gcd(c, d )=1
|cz+d | &2s (36)
=|z|&s+|z| s+|z| s (1&q1&2s) :
(c, d ) mod F*q
c{0{d
|cz+d |&2s. (37)
Further we calculate
:
(c, d ) mod F*q
c{0{d
|cz+d |&2s= :
c mod F*q
c{0
\ :
|d | <|cz|
d{0
|cz| &2s+ :
|d ||cz|
d{0
|d |&2s+ .
The last sum over d is a geometric series so we can continue with
:
(c, d ) mod F*q
c{0{d
|cz+d |&2s
= :
|c| <|1z|
c mod F*q
c{0
q&1
1&q1&2s
+ :
|c| |1z|
c mod F*q
c{0
\ |cz|1&2s&|cz|&2s+|cz|1&2s q&11&q1&2s +
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=\} 1z }&1+
1
1&q1&2s
+\ q&11&q1&2s +1+ :
|c||1z|
c mod F*q
c{0
|cz|1&2s& :
|c||1z|
c mod F*q
c{0
|cz| &2s
=\} 1z }&1+
1
1&q1&2s
+|z|1&2s \ q&11&q1&2s +1+ }
1
z }
2&2s 1
1&q2&2s
&
|z|&1
1&q1&2s
.
Substituting this in Eq. (37) gives the result. K
Proposition 9. Let 1=10(N ) with deg N>0. Then
G (e)(0, )=0.
Proof. We choose an auxiliary point z # 0 with |z|=|z| i<|1N | and
logq |z| i # Z. Then this point reduces to a point on the half line to the cusp 0.
As in the proof of Proposition 8 we cut off the half line at the vertex to
which z reduces. Then
G (e)(0, )=G (e)(z, )
which is by Proposition 8
G (e)(z, )= lim
s  1 \eqE (N )s (z)&
e}
1&q1&s+ . (38)
By Lemma 7 this gives
G (e)(0, )= lim
s  1
eq |N | &s ‘
p | N
p mod F*q
(1&| p| &2s)&1
_ :
$ | N
$ mod F*q
+($) |$|&s E (1)s \Nz$ +
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which is by Lemma 9
lim
s  1 \eq |N |&s ‘p | N
p mod F*q
(1&| p|&2s)&1 :
$ | N
$ mod F*q
+($) |$| &s
_\}Nz$ }
&s
+ }Nz$ }
s&1 q&q1&2s
1&q2&2s+&
e}
1&q1&s+ .
The first of the summands in brackets cancels out, because for deg N>0
we have
:
$ |N
$ mod F*q
+($)=0.
This yields
G (e)(0, )
= lim
s  1 \eq |N |&s ‘p | N
p mod F*q
(1&| p|&2s)&1 :
$ | N
$ mod F*q
+($) |$| &s&
e}
1&q1&s+ .
Using Lemma 8 we easily deduce the desired result. K
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